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Updated to the 2007 AIA Documents and the 2009 International Building CodeSuccessful exam
preparation requires the best resources, and the ARE Review Manual gives you the power to
pass all seven divisions of the ARE. This one book, updated to the 2007 AIA documents and the
2009 International Building Code, provides you with a complete and comprehensive review of
the content areas covered on the ARE divisions. Additional chapters covering basic
mathematics, important building regulations, and barrier-free design supplement your
preparation regime.ARE Divisions CoveredBuilding SystemsBuilding Design & Construction
SystemsConstruction Documents & ServicesProgramming, Planning, & PracticeSchematic
DesignSite Planning & DesignStructural SystemsPrepare to Pass All Seven Divisions of the ARE
witha thorough review of all the content areas coveredhundreds of tables and figuresexam
advice to help you avoid common mistakesguidelines to effectively focus your preparationa
revised edition with updated codes and standards 

About the AuthorSTEVEN O'HARA, Professor of Architectural Engineering and Licensed
Engineer Professor O'Hara received his Master of Architectural Engineering from
Oklahoma State University, and has been a member of the teaching faculty at the School of
Architecture since 1988. His primary areas of interest include the design and analysis of
masonry, steel and timber structures, with special interest in classical numerical structural
analysis and the design of concrete structures. Professor O'Hara is one of four faculty members
in the Architectural Engineering program at OSU, and as such teaches courses in the AE
program at all levels; he enjoys his close mentoring relationship with the students in the AE
program at OSU, as he also performs the role of their academic advisor. Outside the OSU
classroom, Professor O'Hara is an Affiliate Professor of Civil Engineering and Architecture in
"Project Lead the Way", a nationwide program for high school students. He trains the high
school teachers responsible for introducing engineering principles into the secondary
curriculum, though project based learning, and has authored the workbook for the curriculum.
As a faculty member, Professor O'Hara has received numerous awards; in 2001 he was the
honored recipient of the first Melvin R. Lohmann Professorship, in 1999 he received the Chi
Epsilon Excellence in Teaching Award, and in 1995 he was recognized as the Halliburton
Excellent Young Teacher for the College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology at OSU. 
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The Architect's Handbook of Professional Practice Fundamentals of Building Construction:
Materials and Methods Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings Plumbing, Electricity,
Acoustics: Sustainable Design Methods for Architecture Sun, Wind, and Light: Architectural
Design Strategies



Terasmanna, “Forget About Prep, Just Go Take the ARE. It's a good reference for the architect to
keep around, like a cheat sheet, though it should have cost $18 not $180 for a paperback. But as
far as ARE prep? Forget it. I didn't use it at all. Most of us buy it to psych ourselves up, not to
study & prepare for it. The way to tackle ARE is to take it first, all sections, preferably one a week,
now that you've done it, faced your fear, there is no need to psych yourself up anymore. And if
you didn't pass them all, you know what it's like (and don't have to ask around and get unreliable
hearsays) and how to prepare yourself to slay the monster the next time go around. The Prep
materials and ARE are 2 TOTALLY different animals. NCARB swears by it and they are right. I
took 5.0 and pass all the sections on first try, without studying for it other than the sample
questions and explanations that NCARB puts out to familiarize the applicants with the format. If
you want to waste $200 on study material, spend it on the first section. After that, you can
evaluate whether it's worth buying such an enormously expensive reference book, even more so
than the Graphic Standard.”

gep, “Consistently good study guide. This is a great study guide- very comprehensive. I've used
this as my primary study guide and have been doing well on the ARE. I think it's well written and
isn't so dry that it's impossible to get through. I'm giving 4 stars because of some things I didn't
like regarding formatting/ information location (that resulted in being unprepared for some
questions).Be sure to review the actual ARE test guidelines from NCARB. The chapters split the
subject matter up fairly well, but there are a few where the material is in the wrong section (i.e.
Vertical Transportation should be in "Building Systems" chapter, but is in the "BD&CS"
chapter).There are 2 chapters at the very end - Chapters 55 & 56 - Code info- and they should
absolutely be the first chapters in the book!!!! They are not and I just realized, 3 tests in, that
these chapters exist. It's my fault for not reading the T of C, but I think they're not placed properly.
This is critical stuff on most every test and doesn't belong hidden in the back.OK that is all-
would definitely recommend. I went through each chapter and made my own flashcards for
review a few days prior to the test. It's a lot of trees, but effective!”

Valerie Clarke, “Clear and Concise. This is one of the two leading study guides for the
Architectural Registration exams. While I already had access to the competing Kaplan study
materials, I found that the books were not concise enough for me. This book is extremely
concise and dense with information. It condenses all you need to know for the 7 ARE exams
into a single book instead of spreading it out into several books with repetitive information. Since
most architects take their exams while working full time jobs, it's very important being able to
absorb as much information as possible in a short time span. This book allows us to do that.
Not only is it much more compact than the competing Kaplan system, it's also much more
affordable.  Very happy with the purchase.”



Luke Durkin, “Concise and effective, good for further reading on specific topics in 5.0.. much
more concise than the Brightwood book, however; I feel like for studying specific exams you
have to jump to sections that are covered by other exams a little bit. The book is intended to
have you read the entire book before testing i think. I passed CDS and SPD on my first attempt
with this book + the NCARB guidelines PDFs and practice vignettes. Update - I just passed
PDD in 5.0. I don't recommend reading this cover to cover for 5.0 but it is useful to look up
specific topics you aren't clear on or what more info about.Frankly, for the dirt cheap price it's
currently selling for, its worth it just to have as a reference even if you aren't taking the ARE.”

Mike M., “7 tests. 3 months. Nothing but net. Ballast was my go-to.. Passed all 7 tests in 3
months. Used this book as my foundation and studied 4 hrs per day after work for 2 weeks per
test based on Funkaar Studios recommendation. Make sure you get the second edition. The
book says you need min. 40 hrs. of study per test and that worked out about right for me plus
extra on weekends. And a little more for SS and BS. You do need to study from more than one
info source, but this is a great book to rely on.”

aa, “Main study guide to get through the AREs but.... I'd recommend buying something
additional with practice tests. It is pretty extensive but cross-checking info in other books is
needed- many areas of conflicting information in this book”

Pietro, “You Need to Pass these Exams?. Look no further. Great book, has all the information for
all the exams in one. I actually like it better than Kaplan guides, and much cheaper too. Kaplan
and Ballast has two different styles of teaching the information, and I prefer this one. Everyone is
different, try to get your hands on both if you can. Check out your local AIA office and see if you
can take a peek at either one and see what fits best. I personally read both materials from
Ballast and Kaplan for each exam, and so far so good... knock on wood. Good luck future
architects!”

Bill Quan, “Five Stars. Very useful.”

The book by Patricia Hart McMillan has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 89 people have provided
feedback.
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